A 45-nm 37.3 GOPS/W Heterogeneous Multi-Core SOC with 16/32 Bit Instruction-Set General-Purpose Core
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SUMMARY We built a 12.4 mm × 12.4 mm, 45-nm CMOS, chip that integrates eight 648-MHz general purpose cores, two matrix processor (MX-2) cores, four flexible engine (FE) cores and media IP (VPU5) to establish heterogeneous multi-core chip architecture. The general purpose core had its IPC (instructions per cycle) performance enhanced by adding 32-bit instructions to the existing 16-bit fixed-length instruction set and executing up to two 32-bit instructions per cycle. Considering these five-to-seven years of embedded LSI and increasing trend of access-master within LSI, we predict that the memory usage of single core will not exceed 32-bit physical area (i.e. 4 GB), but chip-total memory usage will exceed 4 GB. Based on this prediction, the physical address was expanded from 32-bit to 40-bit. The fabricated chip was tested and a parallel operation of eight general purpose cores and four FE cores and eight data transfer units (DTU) is obtained on AAC (Advanced Audio Coding) encode processing.
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1. Introduction

The recent trend toward integration (within a single chip) trend for an embedded SOC (system on chip) results in common characteristics for multiple chips. First, an SOC chip can hold multiple CPU cores, and this is a basic performance improvement means. Within this trend, homogeneous multi-core designs have been reported [1], [2]. Second, accelerators have evolved and they are placed as an application-specific core with current integration [3]. When we take a look at processing overall, we see that not all processing is general-core processing, in many target cases. In some embedded chips, most of the portion of chip’s processing of a whole chip is media processing (audio data, still-image, video data). A feature for such processing is that the width of each data is less than 32 bits — i.e., it is 8 bits or 16 bits. In these cases, the amount of data is large and the processing is uniform for each element.

In this embedded processing trend, the integration of general-purpose cores and special-purpose cores is a focus in the development of future SOC. We have developed a heterogeneous multi-core chip that aims to be the base platform for present and future embedded systems and the parallel software. Here the word “parallel” is meant in two ways: (i) parallel within homogeneous cores, and (ii) parallel between heterogeneous cores.

The chip block diagram, the chip micrograph and the specifications are shown on Figs. 1 and 2 and Table 1, respectively. The total performance of eight general cores reaches 13 GIPS (giga instructions per second), and it is equal to about 2.5 times that of the chip presented in 2007 [4], [5]. This performance gain is divided as 2.0 (number of general core), 1.08 (frequency), and 1.16 (IPC: instructions per cycle).

The total performance of special-purpose cores (MX-2 and FE) is 78 GOPS (here operation count is normalized to 32-bit operation).

In this paper, Sect. 2 provides a summary of previously developed multi-core chips and their technical points, those created the basis of the multi-core LSI. This section
is placed so that this paper summarizes chips supported by NEDO (New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization, of Japan). Section 3 describes the top-level structure of the newly developed heterogeneous multi-core chip. Section 4 describes the performance enhancements added to the general-purpose core. Section 5 describes the specification and features of special-purpose cores integrated within this chip. Section 6 describes the implementation of the chip and evaluation results.

Although this paper mainly focuses LSI hardware, the software execution environment is also important to use these heterogeneous processing cores efficiently. To cover efficient parallel processing for heterogeneous chip architectures, an API (application program interface) for a parallelizing compiler has been extended to support the heterogeneous cores [6].

### 2. Previous Work

We developed two multi-core chips. At the first LSI (Fig. 3) [4], [5], [7], we enhanced a cache snoop mechanism to enable AMP/SMP (asymmetric multi-processing/symmetric multi processing) both type multi-core operation. With this enhancement, four cores could operate at different frequencies with cache coherency maintained.

The second LSI (Fig. 4) [8] has three main features. Firstly, the number of cores is enhanced from four to eight, and since the cache coherency structure is maintained in a “cluster” (four cores), eight cores are placed as two clusters. The second enhancement is a power gating mechanism for each individual core and individual RAM (128 KB each). The power domain is divided into 17 power domains, and unnecessary power supply can be cut off by an integrated switch that minimizes the current leakage, lowering the total processing load. The third feature is a low-cycle inter-CPU barrier synchronization.

### 3. Chip Top-Level Structure

According to the policy described at Sect. 1, our goal was to integrate general-purpose cores and special-purpose cores. The general cores included this chip are eight general cores. In a cluster, four cores are connected with cache coherency maintained, with the same structure as previous 90-nm chip [8]. As the special purpose core, two MX-2 (matrix type accelerator) cores which features four-bit processing ele-
and four FE (flexible engine) cores which features 16-bit processing element, and one media processing hardware VPU5 (video processing unit 5) are integrated on this chip.

Both, general-purpose and special-purpose cores have the following features:

(i) Chip addressing: To enable large memory capacity operation, a 40-bit on-chip address is used. IPs: general-purpose cores, DTU (data transfer unit that is capable of address translation), and DMAC (direct memory access controller) support this 40-bit physical address. Using a dual DDR-3 interface, each can control up to 2 GB of DDR memory, this chip has a total of 4 GB of main memory (DDR: double data rate).

(ii) The control between special-purpose cores and general-purpose cores: The special purpose and the general-purpose cores shares data in DDR (DDR#0, DDR#1) and CSM (central shared memory) (CSM#0, CSM#1). The special-purpose cores can be activated by any general-purpose core. The maximum frequency is
- 648 MHz for general-purpose cores,
- 324 MHz for special-purpose cores (MX-2, FE, VPU) and on-chip bus #0, #1
- 162 MHz for on-chip bus #2.

The whole-logic scheme above has a synchronous timing design. The maximum DDR3 IO is 800 bps (800 MHz), and this IO logic is designed for a different synchronous timing domain.

The SATA (serial ATA) interface is integrated mainly to interface storage. The PCI express interface is integrated to interface other logic LSI.

This chip does not support the multi-power domain structure [6]: because the current leakage of used 45-nm LP CMOS process was lower than that of 90-nm CMOS used for previous two chips, the necessity to suppress current leakage became low.

4. Enhancements of a General-Purpose Core

Considering the functionality of an efficient general-core with a current integration constraint, we enhanced the general-core. The major enhancements were (i) instruction set enhancement for a larger IPC (instructions per cycle) index, and (ii) physical address enhancements into 40 bits.

4.1 IPC Performance

The recent multi-core trend achieves the performance gains by increasing the number of processors, but the single-core performance also contributes to the total performance.

The existing core (SH-4A) instruction set [9] features 16-bit fixed-length instructions that were designed to enable a higher code density compared to many RISC (reduced instruction set computer) 32-bit fixed-length instructions. This 16-bit instruction set thus has a high code density, but it has a side effect that a total operand combination (or a total instruction combination) is narrower than that of a 32-bit instruction set. This instruction set has two register operands (register number field), whereas most 32-bit instruction sets have three register operands. Another point is that the length of displacement (or immediate) value is limited compared to that of a 32-bit length instruction.

Here, the new instruction length is a mixture of 16-bit and 32-bit, to enhance the single instruction space. All of the existing SH-4A 16-bit instruction set (= I.S.) remains unchanged. The first 16-bit codes of 32-bit instructions are defined to vacant space as a 16-bit code. This backward compatibility for existing instructions makes a mode-bit to distinguish the existing 16-bit I.S. mode from the new I.S. mode unnecessary. It is desirable to exclude a mode-bit because the mode-bit can be a problem when branching between existing codes and new codes, requiring mode-state management.

Figure 5 shows the instruction format of basic 16-bit instructions and enhanced 32-bit instructions. The encoding of the 32-bit instructions includes a prefix control policy. In this 32-bit instruction, the second 16-bit portion is encoded the same as the existing 16-bit instruction format. The first 16-bit portion acts as a ‘modifier’ to the second 16-bit portion. This encoding policy makes the extra combinational logic small (that is, the existing 16-bit decoded output is utilized as decoded information by the 32-bit instruction).

Figure 6 shows the instruction decoder logic. The instruction decoder of general core can decode four sets of 16-bit code (not two sets), and the core can issue a maximum of two 32-bit instructions.

The first case of the 32-bit instruction format is “32 bit, with extra integer reg.” (reg. = register), to enable three register operand integer operations, and three register memory load/store operations. The second case of a 32-bit instruction is “32 bit, with extra literal”; this format extends
the length of displacement (of existing 16-bit instruction) by four bits. The displacement is used as follows:

\[ Rn[31:0] + \text{zero extension (displacement)} \]

Example: \( Rn + \text{disp8[7:0]} \)

The four-bits extension effects to \{0, 4, 8\}-bit displacement field into \{4, 8, 12\}-bit, respectively. The number of 32-bit instructions (as a combination of 16 bits and 16 bits) is 130.

Figure 7 shows the speed-up ratio with this 16-bit/32-bit instruction enhancements for four benchmark programs. With Dhrystone 2.1 code, a performance of 2.65 MIPS/MHz (MIPS: million instructions per second) is obtained.

In the whole static code of the Dhrystone 2.1 benchmark, the new code occurrence ratio over total is:

(i) First case: 32-bit instruction with extra integer reg. — 3.7%.
(ii) Second case: 32-bit instruction with extra literal — 1.8%.

The major part of the performance enhancement comes from the register extension.

### 4.2 Address Translation into 40-bit Physical Address

As we mentioned in abstract, the chip-total memory usage will exceed 4 GB even in the embedded chip. An 8-GB DDR module (DIMM) came onto the market in 2009.

To meet those memory trends, we expanded the function of physical space addressing of the general-purpose core to 40 bits. Figure 8 shows the extension of the physical address. The address space of a logical address (virtual address) remains 32 bits long, so the existing CPU-core register-programming model (pointer register length, branch address calculation) needs no change. The MMU (memory management unit) maps the logical address into a 40-bit physical address (1 TB, \(1 \text{ TB} = 1 \text{ terabyte}\)). The virtual 32-bit space has a TLB (translation lookaside buffer) translation area and a PMB (privileged space memory buffer) translation area. The PMB translation area is a large page basis translation mechanism, it is separate to TLB. The MMU has two sub-unit, a TLB translator and a PMB translator. The whole physical space can hold 256 32-bit spaces. The P4 area in the virtual space is assigned as a control register area that is mapped on the bottom of physical space so that the linear physical space is not divided by the control register space.

The cache memory (instruction/data) is based on a physical cache, and snoop control processing is executed on this 40-bit basis.

### 5. Special-Purpose Cores

This chips integrates two MX-2 cores [10], four FE (“flexible engine”) cores [11] and one VPU5. Here, we provide an overview of the processing of each type of core.

The MX-2 core tightly couples processing element (PE) array and SRAM (static random access memory). A large number (1,024) of PEs are placed in an MX-2 core, and the bit width of each PE is small: each can processes 4-bit addition and multiplication. This architecture can effectively process SIMD-type (single instruction multiple data) operations with large-number data. For the case with 4-bits data processing, each PE is utilized with bit width matched (no area loss). This PE core has enhanced the basic processing bits from two to four, and this change consequently enhances multiplication performance compared with addition performance (because the cycle count is proportional to square to bit-number in multiplication, and proportional...
to bit-number in addition). Also, data larger than 4 bits (i.e., 8 bits, 12 bits, 16 bits, ... ) can be processed by PE with multiple cycles (sequencing of PE). The MX-2 matches image data filtering and matching.

The FE targets a smaller number of SIMD operations smaller compared with the MX core. It integrates 24 16-bit ALUs and eight 16-bit multipliers. It matches 16-bit audio processing and image processing with a smaller number of elements.

VPU5 is a video processing unit that can support multiple video standard formats (H.264, MPEG2, etc.). For the moving picture processing, the final input/output stream can be compressed using this VPU5 and that minimizes the IO bandwidth.

Using that special-purpose core integration, we targeted decoding intelligent TV (or other moving picture processing systems). We define the intelligent TV as a television system that can also process searching and analysis of moving picture image. For example, we aimed to perform parallel processing that would (i) decode moving picture stream and (ii) extract the representative picture, and (iii) to search the moving picture.

Examples of target processing for the MX-2 and FE are as follows.

(i) Filtering for moving pictures:
For input picture data, \( \text{in}_{data}[x, y] \), the spatial filtering algorithm is
\[
\text{out}_{data}[x, y] = \sum_{i,j} w[i,j] \text{in}_{data}[x+i, y+i]
\]
and the approximate processing amount equals \( 2 \times \) (pixel number) \( \times \) (range of \([i, j]\))

For the HD image (60 M pixels per second) and range of \( 5 \times 5 \), the processing requirement is 3 GOPS.

(ii) Extracting the representative picture.
To recognizing the object in a moving picture, the following matching algorithm is used,
\[
\text{match}(x_1, y_1, x_2, y_2) = \sum_{i,j} [\text{in}_{data}[x_1+i, y_1+j] - \text{ref}_{data}[x_2+i, y_2+j]]
\]
\[
\text{match}_{\text{search}}[x, y] = \min_{i, j, i_2, j_2} (\text{match}(x, y, x+i_2, y+j_2)).
\]
where “\text{ref}_{data}” is the reference (previous) picture, the similar to the algorithm used for moving picture compression.
For the sampling points in every 1 of 16 for both \( x, y \) in an HD image (60 M/256 = 0.234 M pixels per second) and at a range of \([i, j]\) 100 (10 \times 10), and at a range of \([i_2, j_2]\) 100 (10 \times 10) the processing requirement is 7 GOPS, where inner processing counts as three operations (addition, subtraction and absolute operation).

6. Chip Implementation and Evaluation

As shown on Table 1, a 45-nm LP CMOS process with eight metal layers is used to implement this chip. The transistor count is 545 M, and the clock signal is 13, which includes a variety between synchronous clocks, for example 648–324 MHz. The physical chip size is 12.4 mm \( \times \) 12.4 mm and the effective area including PAD is 11.0 mm \( \times \) 11.0 mm. This 12.4 mm was chosen by a dicing condition. There are no circuits, no PAD outside the 11.0 mm \( \times \) 11.0 mm.

On the fabricated chip, each general-purpose core operates with 648 MHz at 1.15 V. The MX-2, FE, and VPU5 operates 324 MHz. The measured power of each IP is calculated with subtraction of operating power and no-operation (no-clock) power. In total, we obtained 37.3 GOPS/W performance, where the operation count was normalized with 32-bit operation [12].

Eight general-purpose cores and four FEs, eight DTUs operated functionally, with AAC encoding parallel processing [12].

7. Conclusion
Using a 45-nm CMOS, we built a 12.4 mm \( \times \) 12.4 mm, (effective area 11.0 mm \( \times \) 11.0 mm) chip, with heterogeneous core integration of eight 648 MHz general-purpose CPU cores, two matrix-type MX-2 cores, four FE cores and one VPU5. The on-chip bus supports a 40-bit address. This general-purpose core has a 16-bits/32-bits mixed instruction set that enhances the performance of a general-purpose core by 16, 23, 34 and 10 percent for four benchmark programs, where the frequency is normalized. The fabricated chip exhibited 37.3 GOPS/W performance power efficiency.
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